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R   an event with profound personal, social,
and economic consequences. Economists, not surpris-

i n g l y, focus on its financial ramifications. When workers withdraw fro m
the labor force in old age, their earnings cease and must be replaced by
some other source of income. Nowadays the main alternative sources of
income are employer-provided pensions and social security. But these only
became important within the past half century. Be f o re that, workers who
wished to re t i re we re ordinarily forced to rely on transfers from re l a t i ve s ,
their own savings, public aid, or charity.

Ec o n o m i s t s’ interest in re t i rement has focused on three interrelated phe-
nomena: saving in anticipation of re t i rement, the timing of re t i rement, and
the impact on the economy of transfers needed to support a large re t i re d
population. This chapter focuses on the timing of re t i rement and its re l a-
tionship with lifetime consumption.

Trends in Retirement
When workers re t i re, they withdraw from their normal occupations and
reduce their work effort or stop work altogether. At the turn of the twe n-
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tieth century, re t i rement was re l a t i vely rare but not unknown; two out of
t h ree men past age 65 we re employed, but one-third we re not.1 By mid-
c e n t u ry re t i rement was far more common: less than half the men 65 and
older held jobs in 1950. By 1990 just 16 percent of men older than 65
we re employed or actively seeking a job. The pro p o rtion of women past age
65 who were employed also fell during the century, but the reduction was
far smaller than among men because the percentage of older women in
paid work has always been low.

The decline in labor force participation among older men has not been
confined to the United States. It is characteristic of all rich industrialize d
countries. In some Eu ropean countries, employment rates among the
elderly are now significantly below those in the United States.2 Along with
a shrinking workweek and rising labor force participation among women,
earlier re t i rement among men has been a distinctive feature of economic
development in the rich countries.

That older men are increasingly re t i red is clearly evident in fig u re 1-1.
Each line traces the labor force participation rate of older American men,
by age, during a different year of the twentieth century (a person is con-
s i d e red a labor force participant if he or she holds a job or is actively searc h-
ing for work). The top line shows age-specific participation rates of older
men in 1910. T h e re was a clear pattern of labor market withdrawal with
a d vancing age. Even at age 74, howe ve r, the participation rate in 1910
was only slightly below 50 percent. Participation rates in 1940, 1970, and
1995–96 also show a characteristic pattern of labor market withdrawal as
men grow older, but the fall-off begins at an earlier age and proceeds at a
faster pace.

The decline in male participation has been neither smooth nor uni-
form over the century. Fi g u re 1-2 shows the amount of decline in part i c i-
pation at each year of age, measured as a percentage of the 1910 part i c i-
pation rate at the same age. By far the largest pro p o rtionate declines have
occurred among men past the age of 66. In 1996, for example, the partic-
ipation rate among 74-year-olds was nearly 80 percent below the equiva-
lent rate in 1910. The fall-off in participation has been pro p o rt i o n a t e l y
smaller at younger ages.

The shading scheme in the figure shows how fast participation rates
fell in different periods. In general, large declines occurred early in the cen-
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1. Bu reau of the Census (1975, p. 132). Re t i rement patterns are much more difficult to measure
among women because most worked primarily within the home (and without pay) during most of their
adult lives.

2. Quinn and Burkhauser (1994, pp. 56–61).
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t u ry for the oldest age groups; large declines have occurred more re c e n t l y
among younger groups. The largest percentage declines among men older
than 70 occurred between 1910 and 1940. The fastest declines among
those aged 65 to 69 took place between 1940 and 1970. The biggest
declines among men younger than age 65 did not occur until after 1970.
As we shall see, this pattern of labor market withdrawal is consistent with
the view that the introduction and liberalization of social security was an
i m p o rtant factor in pushing down the rates. Social security old-age pen-
sions we re first paid in 1940, and they we re first made available to men
aged 62 to 64 in 1961. 

The basic pattern in figures 1-1 and 1-2 is that, although re t i re m e n t
has been present throughout the twentieth century, it is now more pre va-
lent and occurs at a much younger age. Fi g u re 1-3 shows the trend in the
“average” retirement age, if that age is defined as the youngest age at which
fewer than half the men in the age group remain in the labor force. Under
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Fi g u re 1-1. Male Labor Fo rce Pa rticipation, by Age, 
Selected Years, 1910–96
Pe rc e n t

A g e

So u rce: Labor force participation rates for 1910, 1940, and 1970 are based on responses to employ-
ment questions in the decennial censuses. See Ransom, Sutch, and Williamson (1991, pp. 45–46); and
Munnell (1977, p. 70). Rates for 1995–96 are the arithmetic average participation rates on the Ma rc h
1995 and Ma rch 1996 Cu r rent Population Su rvey (CPS) fil e s .
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this definition, the average male retirement age fell from 74 to 62 between
1910 and 1996, a drop of about 1.4 years a decade.

The decline in the average re t i rement age has occurred in an enviro n-
ment of rising life expectancy among older Americans, especially since
1940 (table 1-1). Falling mortality rates among the elderly have added 
3 years to the expected life span of a 65-year-old man and 5.5 years to the
life expectancy of a 65-year-old woman since 1940. Because expected
male life spans increased about 0.6 year a decade during a period in which
the re t i rement age dropped 1.4 years a decade, the amount of the male
life span devoted to re t i rement climbed about 2 years a decade. Re t i re m e n t
now represents a substantial part of a typical worker’s life. For many if not
most workers, re t i rement will last longer than the period from birth until
full-time entry into the job market.

10         

Fi g u re 1-2. Reductions in Male Labor Fo rce Pa rticipation Ra t e ,
by Age, Selected Periods, 1910–96
Pe rcent of 1910 rate

A g e

So u rce: Ransom, Sutch, and Williamson (1991, p. 45); Munnell (1977, p. 70); and author’s tabula-
tions of Cu r rent Population Su rve y, Ma rch fil e s .
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Most of the early U.S. research on retirement trends was conducted by
analysts in the Social Security Administration using survey information
from retired workers receiving social security benefits or workers who had
recently re t i red. This re s e a rch, which dates to the mid-1940s, has been
s u m m a r i zed by Joseph Quinn, Richard Bu rk h a u s e r, and Daniel Mye r s .3

In the earliest surveys an ove rwhelming majority of male re s p o n d e n t s
re p o rted retiring because they we re laid off by their latest employer or we re
in such poor health that further work was unappealing or impossible. In
fact, these explanations for re t i rement dominated the survey re s p o n s e s
f rom the 1940s through the early 1970s. Only a ve ry small percentage of
men re p o rted leaving work because they wanted to re t i re. Quinn quotes an
early analyst as suggesting that “most old people work as long as they can
and re t i re only because they are forced to do so. . . . [O]nly a small pro-
p o rtion of old people leave the labor market for good unless they have to. ”4

In more recent surveys of new social security beneficiaries the pro p o r-
tion of workers who say they have re t i red to enjoy additional leisure or
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Fi g u re 1-3. Ave rage Re t i rement Age of Men, 1910–96 a

A g e

So u rce: Au t h o r’s tabulations based on sources for fig u re 1-2.
a . The average re t i rement age is the earliest age at which the labor force participation rate of older

men drops below 50 perc e n t .

3. See Quinn, Burkhauser, and Myers (1990, pp. 43–53); and Quinn (1991, pp. 119–23).
4. Quinn (1991, p. 120).
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other purely vo l u n t a ry reasons is plainly on the increase. Fi g u re 1-4 pre-
sents Qu i n n’s summary of survey responses by men aged 65 and older to
the question “Why did you re t i re?” He has divided responses into four
b road categories: “Lost last job,” “Health reasons,” “Wished to re t i re , ”
and “Ot h e r.” This classification is not precise, because survey question-
n a i res we re not always consistent in the way they framed the question or
the possible responses a retiree might offer.

The growing importance of vo l u n t a ry re t i rement is clearly apparent in
f i g u re 1-4. In the 1940s and early 1950s fewer than 5 percent of new
re t i rees re p o rted leaving work because of a wish to re t i re or enjoy more

12         

Table 1-1. Life Ex p e c t a n c y, by Gender and Decade, 1900–2070 a

Life expectancy Life expectancy
at birt h at age 65

Ye a r Ma l e Fe m a l e Ma l e Fe m a l e

Ac t u a l
1 9 0 0 4 6 . 4 4 9 . 0 1 1 . 4 1 1 . 7
1 9 1 0 5 0 . 1 5 3 . 6 1 1 . 4 1 2 . 1
1 9 2 0 5 4 . 5 5 6 . 3 1 1 . 8 1 2 . 3
1 9 3 0 5 8 . 0 6 1 . 3 1 1 . 8 1 2 . 9
1 9 4 0 6 1 . 4 6 5 . 7 1 1 . 9 1 3 . 4
1 9 5 0 6 5 . 6 7 1 . 1 1 2 . 8 1 5 . 1
1 9 6 0 6 6 . 7 7 3 . 2 1 2 . 9 1 5 . 9
1 9 7 0 6 7 . 1 7 4 . 9 1 3 . 1 1 7 . 1
1 9 8 0 6 9 . 9 7 7 . 5 1 4 . 0 1 8 . 4
1 9 9 0b 7 1 . 1 7 8 . 8 1 4 . 9 1 8 . 9

Pro j e c t ed c

2 0 0 0 7 2 . 6 7 9 . 7 1 5 . 4 1 9 . 4
2 0 1 0 7 4 . 0 8 0 . 5 1 5 . 8 1 9 . 7
2 0 2 0 7 4 . 7 8 1 . 2 1 6 . 3 2 0 . 2
2 0 3 0 7 5 . 3 8 1 . 8 1 6 . 7 2 0 . 6
2 0 4 0 7 5 . 9 8 2 . 4 1 7 . 1 2 1 . 1
2 0 5 0 7 6 . 5 8 2 . 9 1 7 . 5 2 1 . 5
2 0 6 0 7 7 . 0 8 3 . 5 1 7 . 9 2 2 . 0
2 0 7 0 7 7 . 5 8 4 . 0 1 8 . 3 2 2 . 4

So u rc e : Of fice of the Ac t u a ry, Social Security Ad m n i s t r a t i o n .
a . Life expectancy for any year is the average number of years of life remaining for a person if that

person we re to experience the death rates by age observed in, or assumed for, the selected ye a r s .
b. E s t i m a t e d .
c . Based on the intermediate mortality assumptions of the 1993 Annual Re p o rt of the Board of Tru s t e e s

of the Fe d e ral Ol d - Age and Su rv i vors In s u rance and Disability In s u rance Trust Fu n d s .
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l e i s u re. About 90 percent left because of poor health or a layo f f. By the
early 1980s the desire to leave work explained nearly half of all re t i re-
ments among men aged 65 or older, while poor health accounted for only
a little over a fifth and involuntary layoff about 15 percent.

Many readers might accept these responses at face value, but economists
t reat them more skeptically. For example, from 1940 through the early
1970s well over a third of respondents explained their entry into re t i re m e n t
as the result of involuntary job loss. Although this explanation might seem
reasonable to noneconomists, hard-headed practitioners of the dismal sci-
ence re a l i ze that millions of workers lose their jobs each year without
becoming re t i red. The ove rwhelming majority of workers who offer “job
loss” as the explanation for their retirement probably lost several jobs dur-
ing their careers, but on no previous occasion did a layoff cause them to
withdraw permanently from the work force. When forced into unem-
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Fi g u re 1-4. Reasons for Re t i rement among Re t i red Men Aged 65 and Ol d e r,
Selected Years, 1940–80
Pe rc e n t

Wished to re t i re Ot h e r Health re a s o n s Lost job

So u rce: Quinn (1991, p. 123). Years given are approximate year of surve y s .
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p l oyment at a younger age, they looked for another job and eve n t u a l l y
found one. It is natural to ask why job loss pushed them into re t i rement on
this one occasion but not on the others. Even the health explanation
a rouses skepticism among some economists. Social security beneficiaries
may justify their re t i rement with the excuse that poor health leaves them
no alternative, but many economists wonder whether their decision would
have been any different if social security were not available.

Economist and noneconomist can both agree, however, that the persis-
tent trend tow a rd earlier re t i rement has an important vo l u n t a ry compo-
nent. The survey responses plainly show it, and the responses are consistent
with what we know about increasing wealth, wider eligibility for public
and private pensions, and the increasing generosity of pensions.

Retirement and Consumption

The downward drift in the labor force participation of older men has had
a significant effect on the growth in aggregate labor supply, both in the
United States and in other industrialized countries. The long-term trend in
the re t i rement age did not attract much notice from economists until the
1970s. Cu r i o u s l y, the first aspect of re t i rement to command their attention
was the effect—or hypothesized effect—of re t i rement on individual and
national saving. The classic statement of this relationship is contained in
a rticles written or coauthored by the economist Franco Mo d i g l i a n i .5 Hi s
theory has had a wide influence on economists’ thinking about the timing
of re t i rement as well as the determination of saving. For that reason it is
useful to describe the theory in some detail.

Theory

Mo d i g l i a n i’s basic idea was that farsighted workers will rationally plan their
consumption over a full lifetime. In devising their lifetime consumption
plans, they will take account of the likely path of their labor earnings as
they age and will prudently accumulate savings in anticipation of their
re t i rement. The goal of a good consumption plan is to maximize the
w o rk e r’s lifetime well-being, subject to the constraint that lifetime con-
sumption cannot exceed the work e r’s lifetime wealth. Lifetime wealth con-
sists of the work e r’s initial assets and the present discounted value of antic-
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5. Modigliani and Brumberg (1954); and Ando and Modigliani (1963).
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ipated labor earnings and other kinds of income such as public assistance
and inheritances that are not derived from initial assets or labor earnings.
Rational and farsighted workers will plan to avoid situations in which all
their lifetime wealth has been consumed long before they expect to die. In
the absence of transfers from re l a t i ves, public aid, or private charity, the
consequences of this kind of planning error might be unappealing.

It is possible to sketch out the implications of this theory for the path
of consumption and wealth accumulation using a few simple assump-
tions. The top panel in figure 1-5 shows the path of a work e r’s expected
earnings over a lifetime. When he first enters the labor force at age 20 his
earnings are just $10,000 a ye a r, but they will climb rapidly as he gains
work experience. His earnings reach a peak around age 50 and then grad-
ually decline. He withdraws from the work force on his sixty-fifty birt h d a y,
at which point his earnings cease. By assumption, he is completely certain
about the path of his future earnings, his age at death (85), and the inter-
est rate throughout his life (5 percent). The worker is able to borrow freely
at this interest rate, and if he accumulates savings he will receive the same
interest rate on his investments. It is also assumed that the worker has sta-
ble preferences throughout his life.

A worker who successfully solves the consumption planning pro b l e m
under these assumptions will plot out a desired path of consumption for
each future year of life and will then stick with the plan. The best plan will
depend on the relationship between the work e r’s subjective rate of time pre f-
e rence and the interest rate he can obtain on his savings. The rate of time
p re f e rence is a measure of the work e r’s impatience in consumption. Pe o p l e
who insist on consuming nine-tenths of a box of chocolate tru f fles today,
leaving only one-tenth of it for consumption tomorrow, are said to have a
high rate of time pre f e rence; they are ve ry impatient in their consumption. 

If the work e r’s rate of time pre f e rence is equal to the market interest rate,
the consumption path will be level throughout the work e r’s life, as I have
drawn it in the figure. If instead the rate of time preference is higher than
the interest rate, he will attempt to shift his consumption toward the early
p a rt of his life, and his consumption will fall as he grows older. People with
a very low rate of time preference, those who are very patient in their con-
sumption, will shift consumption to later stages of their life and will plan
to increase consumption as they age. Wo rkers may wish to leave bequests
to surv i vors, in which case they will consume all their lifetime we a l t h
e xcept the amount needed to leave to their heirs. I assume in fig u re 1-5 that
the worker plans to make no bequests and will thus consume all his lifetime
wealth by the time he dies.
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The resulting consumption path is shown as the horizontal line in the
top panel. Because the work e r’s consumption is initially higher than his
earnings, he must borrow money when he is young to finance consump-
t i o n .6 In the benign world assumed here, he can borrow as much money
as he wants as long as he can repay the loan out of his lifetime we a l t h .
The lower panel in figure 1-5 shows the lifetime path of the worker’s asset
holdings. He accumulates increasing amounts of debt to finance his con-
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Fi g u re 1-5. Hypothetical Li f e - Cycle Consumption and Wealth Ac c u m u l a t i o n
Do l l a r s

A g e

6. He must borrow more than the difference between his earnings and his consumption because he
also needs to borrow enough money to make interest payments on his outstanding debt.
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sumption until he reaches age 33, when rising earnings allow him to begin
paying off liabilities. By age 45 he is free of debt and begins to accumu-
late assets. The peak of his asset accumulation occurs on his sixty-fifth
birthday, the day he retires. His assets are then used up over the last twenty
years of his life, when he has no labor income to help pay for consumption.

The characteristic pattern of increasing and then declining asset hold-
ings over the life cycle is one of the central empirical predictions of
Modigliani’s consumption theory. The asset buildup would not be needed
if workers did not expect to re t i re. In the absence of re t i rement, saving
would be needed mainly to finance bequests and smooth out consumption
in comparison with earnings. Readers may notice that some of the assump-
tions I have mentioned are highly stylized and are unlikely to be true in life.
For example, workers cannot borrow money at the same interest rate they
obtain on their investments: usually they must pay a much higher rate than
the one they can safely earn. Mo re important, few workers can borrow
large sums of money to finance current consumption. These are compara-
t i vely minor matters for many workers, howe ve r, and addressing them does
not fundamentally alter many of the implications of the theory.7

A more serious problem arises when a realistic picture of the work e r’s
u n c e rtainty about the future is introduced. In formulating an ideal con-
sumption plan, it obviously helps if the worker is completely confident
about his future earnings, his age at re t i rement and at death, and the future
i n t e rest rate. But no one can predict these with much confidence. In for-
mulating the consumption plan, one must take account of the possibility
that the future may turn out to be more or less congenial than anticipated.

In one respect, the life-cycle consumption theory and the closely related
permanent-income model re p resented a major advance in economists’
understanding of how consumers handle unexpected eve n t s .8 The two
models make a clear and plausible distinction between (unanticipated)
changes in flows of income that can be expected to last and changes that are
only temporary. Ac c o rding to both theories, an unexpected income
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7. Even if borrowing constraints pre vented workers from borrowing money early in their careers, as
they are implicitly able to do in fig u re 1-5, the life-cycle model still predicts that workers who expect to
re t i re will accumulate substantial wealth holdings tow a rd the end of their active careers. Thus re t i re-
ment decisively affects the lifetime pattern of asset accumulation and deaccumulation.

8. The permanent-income model was introduced by Milton Friedman (1957) around the same
time that Modigliani and his collaborators proposed the life-cycle consumption model. The empirical
p redictions of the two theories are virtually identical, leading many students of consumption to refer to
a common life-cycle–permanent-income model. I have emphasized the life-cycle variant here because
early versions of it treated the issue of re t i rement planning as the central motivation for consumer
saving.
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i m p rovement that is permanent, such as an earnings gain that accompanies
a promotion, will have a much larger impact on a work e r’s consumption
than an improvement that is only temporary, such as a one-time bonus
for outstanding job performance. By the logic of the life-cycle model, a
person who wins a lottery that pays $10,000 a year for thirty years will plan
to make a much bigger change in short-term consumption habits than
the person who wins a one-time prize of $10,000. By the same reasoning,
the lottery winner who obtains a prize paying a modest annual amount (say
$700 a year) that has a present discounted value of $10,000 will alter con-
sumption by the same amount as the winner of a one-time prize equal to
$10,000.

Consumers still face the problem of deciding whether an income change
will be long-lasting or only temporary. And if it is long-lasting, when will
it cease? These considerations are crucial in determining how much work-
ers should adjust their flow of consumption once they have obtained new
information about future income flows. In theory, alert consumers will for-
mulate a new lifetime consumption plan eve ry time they re c e i ve new infor-
mation about the future. If an employe r’s quarterly earnings statement
s h ows an unexpected drop in profits, employees in the company should
scale back their consumption in anticipation of layoffs or slower future
wage growth. If interest rates rise, workers may postpone consumption
until later in life to take greater advantage of improved earnings on their
i n vestments. If a worker suffers an unexpected heart attack, he may boost
his saving in anticipation of an earlier re t i rement and lower lifetime
earnings.

New information about the future state of the world is seldom clear cut.
Does a heart attack mean that re t i rement will last longer because the victim
may be forced to leave the work force earlier? Or will it shorten re t i re-
ment because the worker can expect an earlier death? The two outcomes, if
fully anticipated, would have opposite effects on the rate of consumption
over the remainder of life, but a farsighted worker will take account of both
possibilities in formulating a consumption plan. Will an interest rate hike
be temporary or permanent? Even financial market specialists do not have
enough information to answer this question confidently.

Evidence

To say that solving the consumption planning problem under uncertainty
is difficult does not mean it is impossible. Wo rkers who devote enough
intelligence and attention to the problem will usually make more prudent
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and satisfying decisions about consumption than those who approach the
issue casually or ignore it altogether. The life-cycle–permanent-income the-
ory has produced important insights into consumption planning. Among
economists it remains by far the most influential model of consumption.
Whether it provides an accurate explanation for observed consumption
behavior remains an open question.

Some evidence supports the theory. Most empirical re s e a rch suggests
that the model is correct in emphasizing that households discount short -
run fluctuations in their income when determining current consumption
and that re t i rement is one important motive for saving. T h e re is compet-
ing evidence, howe ve r, that consumption is more volatile and closely
related to current income changes than would be the case if there we re
complete smoothing of consumption over full lifetime re s o u rc e s .9 As the
t h e o ry predicts, economists observe a tendency among many workers to
steadily but gradually build up their wealth, increasing their rates of sav-
ing in peak earning years and as they approach re t i rement. The life-cyc l e
t h e o ry’s implication that consumers have a target wealth-income ratio
that increases with age up to re t i rement also seems to be valid for many
households.

Nonetheless, some economists are doubtful of the theory because sim-
ple versions of it are not ve ry successful in accounting for important aspects
of personal saving. For example, many American workers enter retirement
without any assets. A large percentage of others who do have assets appar-
ently continue to add to them after retirement. Neither fact is easy to rec-
oncile with simple versions of the life-cycle model. Theorists are thus
f o rced to adopt modifications in the basic theory to account for obv i o u s
empirical contradictions.1 0 Di f f e rent theorists have proposed differe n t
modifications to rescue the basic model. W h a t e ver their criticisms of the
model, howe ve r, few have strayed far from it in trying to explain re t i re m e n t
behavior.

Economic Models of Retirement
Economic theories of re t i rement naturally focus on financial aspects of
w o rk e r s’ decisions. This section describes some of the financial considera-
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9. See, for example, Skinner (1988); Zeldes (1989); and, in part i c u l a r, Carroll and Su m m e r s
(1991).

10. For example, Hu b b a rd, Sk i n n e r, and Zeldes (1994) rescue the model by theorizing that income
u n c e rtainty and asset-tested transfer programs erode the incentive to save for a sizable minority of
households.
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tions affecting work e r s’ choice of re t i rement age. It then considers the
theories economists have advanced to explain re t i rement choice and the
evidence they have used to test them. Although economic studies on choice
of retirement age did not begin in earnest until the mid-1970s, their num-
ber has grown explosively since then.1 1 Rather than provide another sur-
vey of them, I will focus on a handful to highlight the growing complex-
ity of economists’ models of worker decisionmaking.

Financial Aspects of Retirement

Mo d i g l i a n i’s life-cycle consumption model emphasizes the single most
i m p o rtant financial aspect of re t i rement—the sharp reduction or complete
cessation of labor earnings. Most worker households rely heavily on labor
earnings to pay for consumption. When earnings cease at re t i re m e n t ,
w o rkers must find another way to pay for it. Modigliani stressed personal
saving as an alternative source of support in old age. Even though other
income sources are now more important (and still others may have been
more important in the past), it is useful to think about the choice of retire-
ment age in a world in which retired workers rely solely on their own sav-
ings to finance consumption.

Consider a worker who can earn exactly $10,000 in each year she is
employed. If she begins working at age 20 and has been reliably informed
she will expire on her seventieth birthday, she can work for up to 50 years,
potentially earning as much as $500,000 over her life. To keep the calcu-
lations simple, let us also assume the interest rate and the work e r’s rate of
time pre f e rence are the same and are exactly 0 percent. Under that assump-
tion, she will plan to consume her lifetime wealth at a constant rate ove r
her life span. Her lifetime wealth in this case is simply her lifetime earnings,
which in turn are equal to $10,000 times the number of years she chooses
to work. If she works 40 years, for example, her lifetime wealth will be
$400,000, and she will consume this amount at a rate of $8,000 a ye a r
($400,000 / 50 years).

In this highly stylized case, the work e r’s re t i rement choice can be
described as a simple trade-off between a higher flow of consumption per
year and a longer period of time spent in re t i rement (figure 1-6). If the
w o rker re t i res at age 20, she will earn no money, accumulate no assets,
and consume $0 a year throughout her life (which is likely to be brief). If
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11. For good surveys, see Quinn, Bu rk h a u s e r, and Myers (1990); Leonesio (1993); Quinn and
Burkhauser (1994); and Lumsdaine (1996).
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she works until age 70, she can consume all of her annual wages ($10,000)
each ye a r. It seems reasonable to expect that the worker would prefer to
consume more each year (holding fixed the amount she works) and would
p refer to re t i re sooner rather than later (holding fixed the amount she
consumes). The illustration in fig u re 1-6 should be familiar to anyone who
has studied freshman economics. The work e r’s problem is to select the
best possible combination of consumption and years of retirement in light
of her pre f e rences and the trade-off shown in the diagram. In the fig u re, the
most desirable combination occurs if the worker re t i res at age 50 after
working 30 years and consumes her lifetime earnings at a rate of $6,000 a
ye a r. Other workers facing the same trade-off might choose to re t i re at a
younger or older age, depending on their pre f e rences for consumption
and retirement.

Although the analysis may seem trivial, it can shed light on the re t i re-
ment trends discussed earlier. Re t i rement ages have declined in the twe n-
tieth century, and the simple economic model suggests three reasons this
might have occurred. Wo rkers may now enter their careers with a higher
flow of income from inherited assets. This provides a straightforw a rd expla-
nation for earlier re t i rement because under plausible assumptions about
w o rker pre f e rences greater initial wealth will induce most workers to spend
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Fi g u re 1-6. Trade-off between Annual Consumption and Age at Re t i re m e n t
Annual consumption (dollars)

Age at re t i re m e n t
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more of their life in retirement.12 Workers also earn much higher wages in
the 1990s than they did in 1910 or 1940. The higher rate of pay provides
g reater lifetime wealth at any fixed re t i rement age, which may induce
w o rkers to spend more years in re t i re m e n t .1 3 Of course, a higher wage
also increases the financial penalty on workers who re t i re early. If a work e r’s
earnings doubled from $10,000 to $20,000 a ye a r, she would give up
$20,000 in lifetime wealth rather than only $10,000 if she chose to re t i re
one year earlier. The larger penalty for early re t i rement might offset some
or all of the effect of higher lifetime wealth. Fi n a l l y, worker pre f e rences may
h a ve changed. Independent of the change in initial wealth or yearly pay,
workers today may simply prefer to spend more of their life in retirement.

Social Security and Pensions
Other changes in the environment have also affected the trade-off between
consumption and the age at retirement. Employer-sponsored pensions are
n ow much more pre valent than was the case fifty or a hundred years ago.
Wo rkers cove red by a pension are provided with a potential source of
income in addition to their own savings for financing re t i rement. So c i a l
s e c u r i t y, which was introduced in 1935 and greatly liberalized betwe e n
1950 and 1975, also offers a reliable source of income in old age.

Social security and pensions affect the lifetime trade-off between con-
sumption and retirement in a complicated way. Here I will focus on social
s e c u r i t y. Wo rkers who become eligible to re c e i ve benefits under social secu-
rity are entitled to receive a pension starting at age 62 or when they retire,
w h i c h e ver occurs later. Because the system has historically been ve ry gen-
e rous, all generations retiring up to the present have re c e i ved larger pen-
sions than their contributions could have paid for if the contributions
had been invested in safe assets. In effect, this generosity increased the
lifetime wealth of older workers who became vested in the system. If they
consumed all of the benefits paid to them, they enjoyed higher lifetime
consumption than their labor income alone could have fin a n c e d .1 4 The for-
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12. In terms of figure 1-6, higher initial wealth will lift the lifetime budget constraint to a posi-
tion that is above and parallel to the budget constraint in the fig u re. Because of inherited wealth, the
worker might be able to consume $4,000 a year rather than only $0 if she retired at age 20.

13. Higher wages cause the budget constraint drawn in figure 1-6 to rotate counterc l o c k w i s e
around the origin.

14. This kind of generosity is possible in a pay-as-you-go retirement system because early contrib-
utors to the system make much smaller contributions to the program than will be needed when the sys-
tem is fully mature. Fu t u re generations will not re c e i ve such a good deal under social security. Yo u n g
w o rkers today may actually re c e i ve lower benefits under the system than their contributions would have
earned if they had been invested in safe assets, such as government bonds.
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tunate generations that received this windfall may have retired earlier than
they would have if social security had not been introduced or if it had
offered less generous pensions.

The effect of social security on re t i rement depends on the social security
tax and the benefit formula linking monthly pensions to a work e r’s past
covered earnings. Employers and workers pay into the system a combined
tax equal to 12.4 percent of wages. The tax thus reduces work e r s’ wages
by about 12 percent in comparison with the wages they would re c e i ve if the
p rogram we re abolished. But, of course, contributions allow a worker to
earn credits tow a rd a social security pension. The pension entitlement
goes up as the work e r’s cove red lifetime wages increase. Whether the
i n c rease in the pension entitlement is large enough to compensate a work e r
for his extra contributions is an empirical question. Low-wage work e r s
re c e i ve favorable treatment under social security, so they usually re c e i ve a
g e n e rous return on their contributions. High-wage workers typically
receive lower returns.

Wo rkers who delay their re t i rement until after age 62 are at least tem-
porarily passing up the opportunity to re c e i ve a social security check,
which can begin immediately after the worker’s sixty-second birthday. If a
w o rker is entitled to a pension of $500 a month, for example, he is sacri-
ficing $500 in re t i rement income eve ry month he delays re t i rement past
age 62. If his regular monthly pay is $10,000, this represents a small sacri-
fice. But if his usual pay is $1,000, the sacrifice amounts to half his wage.
Between the ages of 62 and 64 the social security formula offers workers a
fair compensation for giving up a ye a r’s benefits. Monthly benefits are
adjusted upward about 8.5 percent for each year’s delay in claiming a pen-
sion. For workers with average life expectancy and a moderate rate of time
p re f e rence, this adjustment is just large enough so that the sacrifice of a
ye a r’s benefits is compensated by eligibility for a higher pension in future
years. After age 65, howe ve r, the benefit formula is much less genero u s
t ow a rd delayed re t i rement. Postponement of re t i rement after that age is
not fairly compensated by increases in the monthly pension.

The reason that many people must re t i re in order to collect a social secu-
rity check is that the program imposes an earnings test in calculating the
annual pension. Workers who are between 62 and 64 and who earn more
than $8,640 a year lose $1 in annual benefits for every $2 in earnings they
re c e i ve in excess of $8,640. Wo rkers between 65 and 69 lose $1 in bene-
fits for eve ry $3 in annual earnings in excess of $13,500. (Pensioners age 70
and older do not face an earnings test.) At one time the earnings limitations
we re much lower and the tax on excess earnings was much higher, dis-
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couraging pensioners from work and possibly encouraging them to post-
pone claiming a pension until they we re confident their earnings would
remain low.

Social security has, then, boosted the lifetime wealth of older people
who have re c e i ved benefits under the program. Its complicated benefit for-
mula provides an incentive for people to become entitled to benefits but
may discourage extra work by high-wage workers, who do not re c e i ve
good returns on their marginal contributions to the program. At age 62,
when pensions can first be claimed, eligible people who continue to work
g i ve up a ye a r’s benefits eve ry year they postpone their re t i rement. Fo r
w o rkers who have a high rate of time pre f e rence or who do not expect to
l i ve long, this sacrifice is equivalent to a big cut in annual pay. Be t ween the
ages of 62 and 64, howe ve r, the pension formula fairly compensates most
w o rkers for this sacrifice. St a rting at age 65 the compensation formula is
much less generous, so workers must sacrifice some lifetime benefits eve ry
year they delay re t i rement past 65. Social security does not provide a sim-
ple annuity. Most workers must substantially cut their earnings to collect
a full pension.

Fi g u re 1-7 summarizes the potential effects of social security on the con-
s u m p t i o n – re t i rement age trade-off. The trade-off is similar to the one
s h own in figure 1-6, except that the diagram focuses on the re t i re m e n t
age choice late in life. The lower line re p resents the consumption–re t i re-
ment trade-off the worker would face in the absence of social security.
The trade-off is shown to be linear because of my assumption that the
w o rker can earn exactly $10,000 a year from continued work, an amount
that does not change as the worker grows older. The higher dashed line re p-
resents the trade-off for the same worker when social security is intro d u c e d .
The trade-off under the system permits the worker to enjoy higher annual
consumption at any fixed re t i rement age because it increases the work e r’s
pension income by more than it reduces net earnings. The benefit for-
mula also affects the slope of the trade-off, particularly at ages 62 and 65,
for reasons mentioned earlier. At age 65 the slope certainly declines because
the worker must give up pension benefits for continued work without
receiving a fair compensation for the sacrifice. The change in slope at age
62 is less clear cut. From 62 to 64 workers re c e i ve better compensation
for postponing re t i rement than they do at age 65, but the compensation
may not be re g a rded as fair by a worker with a high rate of time pre f e r-
ence or a short life expectancy. In that case, the change in the slope would
look the same as the change in slope at age 65. Workers with a low rate of
time pre f e rence and long life expectancy might re g a rd the compensation as
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m o re than fair. In other words, the compensation they re c e i ve is more than
enough to make up for the loss in pensions connected with delay in their
re t i rement. The slope in that case would increase at age 62, which is the sit-
uation shown in figure 1-7.

Em p l oye r - s p o n s o red pensions introduce further complications in the
trade-off between consumption and re t i rement. These are similar to the
complications introduced by social security. T h e re is one important dis-
tinction between social security and employe r - s p o n s o red pensions, how-
e ve r. Social security imposes an earnings test on income re c e i ved from a l l
e m p l oyment, including self-employment. Em p l oye r - s p o n s o red pensions
may impose an even more stringent earnings test, but the test applies only
to earnings re c e i ved from the sponsoring employer or perhaps a group of
related employers. Workers who wish to claim a pension may be forced to
leave the job on which they earned the pension, but they are not forced to
l e a ve work altogether. Ne ve rtheless, the effects of employe r - s p o n s o red pen-
sions on re t i rement may be similar to those of social security, because many
older workers find it hard to obtain good job offers after they have retired
from a career job.
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Fi g u re 1-7. Trade-off between Consumption and Ag e
at Re t i rement under Social Se c u r i t y
Annual consumption (dollars)

Age at re t i re m e n t
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Health and Job Opportunities

Changes over time in a work e r’s health and job opportunities also influ e n c e
the timing of retirement. Many workers experience deteriorating health as
they age, which makes it physically more difficult or less pleasant to hold
a job and in some cases can make work practically impossible. If deterio-
rating health is fully anticipated when a person begins to work, it will affect
the perc e i ved attractiveness of a consumption plan that postpones re t i re-
ment until ve ry late in life. This will be re flected in the work e r’s pre f e re n c e s
a c ross various combinations of average consumption and age at re t i re m e n t .
Anticipating that she will be in poor health when she reaches age 70, the
w o rker will avoid lifetime consumption plans that re q u i re her to work
past that age unless the plans also provide exceptional amounts of lifetime
income. Unanticipated changes in health at older ages force workers to
reconsider their lifetime consumption plans in light of their new know l-
edge about their work capacity. In many cases these health changes will
force them to retire earlier than they originally planned.

Many workers face worse job prospects when they are old than they
did when they were young. This fact is reflected in figure 1-5, which shows
declining wages after age 50. It is not reflected in figures 1-6 or 1-7, which
are based on the assumption that workers can earn $10,000 a year no mat-
ter how long they work. If potential annual earnings decline as work e r s
g row older, the trade-off between consumption and re t i rement age will
look less favorable than it does in figures 1-6 and 1-7. Each added year of
w o rk past some critical age (say, age 50) will produce a smaller gain in
annual consumption. The decline in potential earnings is an important re a-
son that older workers withdraw from the labor force rather than search for
w o rk when they are laid off. At a younger age, when their job opport u n i-
ties were better, they would have looked for and accepted a job after being
laid off.

Evidence

Before turning to the specific models economists have tried to estimate, it
is worth reconsidering the historical evidence in light of this discussion of
re t i rement incentives. Do simple economic models shed any light on the
historical trends? Some rough indication of the possible influence of social
security on re t i rement is provided by examining the relationship betwe e n
social security incentives and the observed distribution of retirement ages.
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Social security is now the principal source of cash income of house-
holds headed by someone aged 65 or older. Tabulations of the Cu r re n t
Population Su rvey show that social security benefits account for slightly
m o re than 40 percent of the total cash income of the aged. Among aged
households in the bottom 60 percent of the elderly income distribution,
social security accounts for more than two-thirds of cash income (figure
1-8). Until 1941 social security provided no income to the aged. Today the
program replaces about 42 percent of the final wage earned by a full-career
single worker who earns the average wage and claims a pension at age 65.
If the worker has a nonworking dependent spouse, the benefit replaces 63
p e rcent of the final wage. Be n e fits are clearly high enough so they can be
economically significant in influencing the choice of retirement age.

The distributions of male retirement ages in 1940, 1970, and 1995–96
a re plotted in fig u re 1-9. The fig u re shows the percentage of men leaving
the labor force at each age from 56 to 70, computed as a fraction of the
men in the labor force at age 55.1 5 The calculations are based on the data
reflected in figure 1-1. Not surprisingly, the re t i rement distributions for
1970 and especially for 1995–96 show that labor force withdrawal
o c c u r red at earlier ages than in 1940. Both the 1970 and 1995–96 distri-
butions also show evidence of clustering in re t i rement at particular ages. In
1970 the peak rate of retirement occurred at age 65; by 1995–96 the peak
o c c u r red at age 62. T h e re are peaks in the distribution of re t i rements in
1940 at ages 65 and 70, but these are far below the peaks in 1970 and
1995–96.

The discussion of social security suggests an explanation for the clus-
tering of retirements at ages 62 and 65, at least in years after 1940. Work-
ers who continue to work beyond age 65 give up social security benefits for
which they are not fairly compensated. We can anticipate that this feature
of the benefit formula will encourage retirement at age 65. The clustering
of re t i rements at age 62 is not much more difficult to explain. St a rting in
1961 age 62 became the earliest age at which men could claim a social
security pension. Be f o re 1961 there was no evidence of re t i rements clus-
tering at age 62, but by 1970 retirement was more common at 62 than at
any other age except 65. By the mid-1990s, age 62 was by a wide margin
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15. If the labor force participation rate at age 63 is designated LFPR6 3, the re t i rement rate at age 63
is calculated as (LFPR6 3 – LFPR6 2) / LFPR5 5. This calculation ignores the complications invo l ved in
computing true cohort distributions and the effects of mortality rates, immigration, and temporary
withdrawal from the labor force. It offers a picture of the timing of labor market withdrawal based on
the participation choices of men aged 55 through 70 in a particular year.
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Fi g u re 1-8. Social Security as a Sh a re of Total Cash Income 
of El d e rly Households, by Quintile, 1996

So u rce: Social Security Administration (1998, pp. 15–16).

the most popular age of re t i rement. In principle, the social security formula
fairly compensates workers if they delay claiming a pension past age 62.
But a worker with a high rate of time pre f e rence or short life expectancy
might not re g a rd the compensation as fair. In those instances one should
expect many workers to prefer retiring at age 62 rather than later.
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Fi g u re 1-9. Male Re t i rement Rate, by Age, 1940, 1970, 1995–96 a

Pe rc e n t

A g e

So u rc e : Munnell (1977, p. 70) and author’s tabulations of Cu r rent Population Su rve y, Ma rch fil e s .
a . Pe rcent re flects the constructed number of men who re t i re at the designated age, measured as a

percentage of men who are labor force participants at age 55.
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Of course, the clustering of re t i rements at ages 62 and 65 may be due to
factors other than the availability of social security benefits. It is hard to
b e l i e ve, howe ve r, that health or work opportunities decline abruptly at a
p a rticular age. Another explanation is that some workers are affected by
m a n d a t o ry re t i rement rules. This explanation may have been valid in 1940
and 1970, when employers were permitted to dismiss older workers under
m a n d a t o ry re t i rement rules, but it is not convincing today. Amendments
to the Age Discrimination in Em p l oyment Act passed in 1986 pro h i b i t
e m p l oyers from dismissing workers solely on account of their age. The sim-
plest alternative explanation for the clustering is that workers are affected
by employe r - s p o n s o red pension plans. For many older workers priva t e
pensions are unlikely to be an important determinant of re t i rement age,
h owe ve r, because they are not cove red by an employer plan. Fi g u re 1-8
s h ows that employe r - s p o n s o red pensions do not provide a large perc e n t a g e
of income to older Americans, except in more affluent households. Among
w o rkers who are cove red by a private pension plan, some features of the
plan may encourage workers to retire at a particular age.

Early Economic Models

Two of the earliest economic studies of re t i rement we re based on ve ry
s t r a i g h t f o rw a rd models of the re t i rement decision. Both focused on the
choice between work and retirement faced by workers in a particular year.
Michael Boskin analyzed the choices made by a small number of older men
who we re interv i ewed in the Panel Study of Income Dynamics, and Jo s e p h
Quinn examined the 1969 re t i rement choices of a much larger sample of
older men interv i ewed in the Re t i rement Hi s t o ry Su rve y.1 6 In essence, both
re s e a rchers treated the re t i rement decision as if it we re made independently
in each year of a work e r’s later life based on the financial and health cir-
cumstances facing the worker in that ye a r. Under this view, workers eligi-
ble for a large social security check or employer pension in a particular ye a r
might be tempted to leave the work force in that year. Workers capable of
earning a high wage might be induced to remain at work.

This model may actually re flect how workers decide when to re t i re, but
it is based on the assumption that workers are not ve ry forw a rd looking. Fo r
example, neither Boskin nor Quinn included variables in his model to
re flect the future pensions workers could obtain if they delayed their re t i re-
ment. A 62-year-old worker who delays re t i rement one year can increase his
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16. Boskin (1977); and Quinn (1977).
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monthly social security check by as much as 10 percent. Boskin and Qu i n n
d i s re g a rded this aspect of the pension formula under the assumption that
w o rkers are motivated by the pension they can collect in the current period
rather than the increase in their lifetime wealth (including higher future
pensions) that they can obtain by delaying re t i re m e n t .

Most re s e a rch on older workers suggests that for a majority re t i rement is
a once-in-a-lifetime event. Recognizing this, well-informed workers may
not make an independent decision about whether to be re t i red each ye a r,
but may instead treat re t i rement as a choice they are likely to make only
once. They may want to select the most advantageous retirement age pos-
sible in light of the pension for which they qualify at each potential retire-
ment age. Re s e a rchers do not know, howe ve r, whether workers are actu-
ally this farsighted. Under the assumption that they are not ve ry farsighted,
both Boskin and Quinn found that social security had a very large impact
on their behavior.

Life-Cycle Models

Beginning with a series of articles by Richard Bu rk h a u s e r, economists
s t a rted to adopt the life-cycle perspective in their analyses of re t i re m e n t - a g e
choice.17 In some cases they examined workers’ retirement behavior under
s p e c i fic company pension plans, but most re s e a rch focused on re t i re m e n t
choice under social security. The information re q u i rements to perform a
plausible study are formidable. To analyze the re t i rement choices of a sin-
gle cohort of workers re q u i res detailed information about the work e r s’
health, wages, family situation, employment status, and assets over a period
that might stretch eight or ten years. To accurately calculate a work e r’s pen-
sion entitlement and determine how the entitlement changes with added
work experience, analysts also need extensive information about their past
wages and pension service credits. (The social security pension is based on
earnings over a forty-year period, for example.)

As economists assembled detailed financial data and put them in a
f r a m ew o rk that realistically re p resented the evolution of work e r s’ lifetime
pension assets and wealth, their analytical models became incre a s i n g l y
complicated. Pa rt of the complexity reflects the genuine complexity of
human behavior. Although many people work in a career job for many
years and then leave the job to withdraw permanently from work, others
m ove into transitional jobs with lower pay, less re s p o n s i b i l i t y, and short e r
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17. See, for example, Burkhauser (1979).
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hours. To reflect the wide range of observed or potential paths into full
retirement, analysts sometimes specified in great detail the alternative pos-
sibilities from which workers could choose.18 A wider range of choice usu-
ally means that the work e r’s re t i rement decision problem becomes more
difficult to solve, both for the worker and for the re s e a rcher who is
attempting to analyze it.

The richest source of information about Americans’ re t i rement behav-
ior is provided by the Re t i rement Hi s t o ry Su rve y, a ten-year panel surve y
c overing about 11,000 families headed by people who we re between 58
and 63 years old when the survey began in 1969. Re t i rement behavior in
these 11,000 families has been analyzed by a number of re s e a rchers who
applied the life-cycle framew o rk in their studies. In many respects the
pattern of re t i rement and postre t i rement work effort re flected in the surve y
offered strong confirmation that social security financial incentives matter
in determining labor supply late in life.

Fi g u re 1-10 displays a pair of labor supply distributions based on behav-
ior recorded in the survey.19 The top panel shows the distribution of retire-
ment ages among nondisabled men who we re observed to re t i re by the
end of the survey in 1979, when respondents we re between 68 and 73 ye a r s
old. To determine the re t i rement age, the analysts examined the lifetime
pattern of respondents’ work effort and selected the point in each worker’s
life when he made a discontinuous and apparently permanent reduction in
labor supply. This definition excludes spells of unemployment or nonem-
p l oyment that end with the work e r’s return to a full-time job. Howe ve r, the
definition would include movements from steady full-time into part-time
e m p l oyment. The picture misses the re t i rements of some men who did not
retire before their last completed interviews, and this omission will lead to
some underre p resentation of re t i rements that occur after age 67. Ta k i n g
account of the different populations included in the tabulations and the
differing definitions of re t i rement, the pattern of re t i rement in figure 
1-10 is broadly similar to that shown for 1970 in figure 1-2.

The lower panel displays the pattern of earnings among re t i red but
working men who are 62 years old or older in the first interview after they
re t i re. Ap p roximately one-fifth of retiring men we re still working within
the first two years after their re t i rements, and on average they worked a
little more than sixteeen hours a week. The panel shows the distribution
of their earnings in relation to the earnings-exempt amount in the social
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18. Gustman and Steinmeier (1986).
19. The calculations are described and presented in Burtless and Moffitt (1985).
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Fi g u re 1-10. Re t i rement Age and Po s t re t i rement Ea rnings Distributions 
in the 1969–79 Re t i rement Hi s t o ry Su rve y

Re t i rement age distribution among healthy men 
b o rn between 1906 and 1912

Pe rc e n t

Earnings as percent of social security exempt amount

So u rce: Bu rtless and Mo f fitt (1985, p. 225).

Distribution of postre t i rement earnings 
among men aged 62 and older

Pe rc e n t
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security benefit formula. Earnings below the exempt amount had no effect
on a worker’s pension; earnings above the exempt amount caused benefits
to be reduced by 50 percent of the amount of excess wages over the exe m p t
amount. (The tax rate on excess earnings has subsequently been re d u c e d
for older retirees.)

Casual observation of the top and bottom panels suggests that social
security had a powerful effect on both retirement ages and postretirement
w o rk effort. The age distribution of re t i rements has two peaks, a lowe r
one at age 62, when benefits can first be claimed, and a much higher one at
age 65, when the social security formula stops making generous adjust-
ments for further delays in claiming a pension. The distribution of postre-
t i rement work effort shows an even larger effect of social security. Wo rk-
ers appear acutely sensitive to the high implicit tax on their earnings when
annual wages exceed the exempt amount. More than a quarter of working
retirees earn within 10 percent of the exempt amount, and more than half
earn within 30 percent of it. Although retirees may underreport their true
earnings to social security to avoid paying the high implicit tax, the earn-
ings estimates in figure 1-10 are based on work e r s’ responses to a census
i n t e rv i ewe r, not their earnings re p o rts to the Social Security Ad m i n i s t r a-
tion. Thus, the distribution is likely to reflect a genuine effect of social
security on postretirement hours of work.

In view of the apparently dramatic effect of social security on the exact
timing of retirement and on postretirement hours worked, readers may be
surprised to learn that most of the life-cycle studies in the 1980s found that
e ven big changes in social security produced only modest effects on lifetime
work effort. The diagrams may be a bit deceptive, however. Because fewer
than a fifth of retirees choose to work after claiming a social security check
and only about two-thirds of these earn enough wages to be re m o t e l y
affected by the earnings test, the potential effect of a change in the earnings
test is limited. Even if the postre t i rement hours of affected workers ro s e
o n e - t h i rd, the average work effort of all re t i red men would only climb by
about one hour a week (from 3.25 hours to 4.25). The effect is eve n
smaller than this because workers do not remain in their postre t i re m e n t
jobs ve ry long. Gustman and Steinmeier re p o rted that the average duration
of partial retirement is only about three years.20 By implication, the appar-
ently dramatic effect of the social security earnings test has only a tiny
effect on workers’ lifetime labor supply.
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Even the effect on the timing of re t i rement may not be part i c u l a r l y
large. It is true that many more men retire at ages 62 and 65 than at other
ages, exactly as predicted by economists’ life-cycle model. It does not fol-
low, however, that sharp reductions in social security would cause workers
retiring at ages 62 or 65 to re t i re ve ry much later or that big increases in
pensions would cause them to re t i re much earlier. After a reduction in ben-
efits, for example, the distribution of retirement ages might show less clus-
tering of re t i rement at particular ages, but the overall effect of the re d u c t i o n
on the average re t i rement age might be small. This was the conclusion
reached in the great majority of the life-cycle studies conducted in the
1980s and early 1990s. Most analysts reached this conclusion by compar-
ing the cross-sectional distribution of re t i rements within a group of men
born around the same years. The behavior of workers with a large amount
of social security or pension wealth was compared with that of work e r s
with less wealth. Di f f e rences in the rates at which workers could accumu-
late social security or pension wealth and earn additional wages we re also
taken into account. Most studies found that even big changes in social
security benefits would cause only small changes in the average retirement
age. Gary Burtless and Robert Moffitt predicted, for example, that raising
the normal retirement age in social security from 65 to 68 would add only
a little more than four months to the full-time working careers of nondis-
abled men.21

Another way to analyze the impact of social security incentives is to
examine the behavioral differences among people who face different incen-
t i ves because the program has been altered in an unanticipated way. In
1969 and again in 1972 social security benefits we re increased much faster
re l a t i ve to wages than at any time in the recent past. By 1973 benefits
we re 20 percent higher in inflation-adjusted terms than would have been
the case if pensions had grown with wages as they did during the 1950s
and 1960s. In 1977 Congress passed amendments to the Social Se c u r i t y
Act that sharply reduced benefits to workers born in 1917 and later ye a r s
(the “n o t c h” babies) in comparison with benefits payable to workers born
b e f o re 1917. I examined the first episode, and Alan Krueger and Jörn-
Steffan Pishke examined the second using the life-cycle framew o rk .2 2 In the
period I analyzed, workers born in earlier years planned their re t i re m e n t s
when social security was comparatively less generous; workers born in later
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years planned their re t i rement when social security was significantly more
liberal. Krueger and Pischke analyzed a period in which younger work e r s
re c e i ved significantly less generous pensions than those available to older
w o rkers. Both studies reached an identical conclusion: major changes in
social security generosity produced small effects on the re t i rement behav-
ior and labor force participation of older men. Bu rtless estimated, for
example, that the 20 percent benefit hike between 1969 and 1993 caused
only a two-month reduction in the work career of men who we re fully cov-
e red by the more generous formula. This was equivalent to a reduction in
the labor force participation rates of 62-year-old and 65-year-old men of
less than 2 percentage points. The effects of the 1977 amendments found
by Krueger and Pischke we re even smaller. Even if their largest estimated
effects are accepted at face value, less than one-sixth of the drop in labor
f o rce participation during the 1970s could be explained by changes in
social security.2 3

John Rust has proposed by far the most ambitious framew o rk for under-
standing re t i rement decisions and their relationship to work e r s’ choices
about consumption, wealth accumulation, and full- or part-time work ove r
an entire care e r.2 4 Many students of life-cycle consumption behavior take
the re t i rement age as fixed and try to model the implications for we a l t h
accumulation during the career (see fig u re 1-5). Labor economists typically
take asset holdings at a particular age (say, 54) as fixed and try to model
re t i rement behavior. In contrast, Rust proposes a model that explains the
rate of saving and consumption, the path of annual work hours, and the
timing of re t i rement within a single compre h e n s i ve framew o rk. In his
s e t u p, workers must use dynamic programming techniques to solve their
decision problem. At each point during their lives, they seek out the opti-
mal path for future work, consumption, and wealth accumulation, taking
account of their preferences as well as their best current information about
future wages, interest rates, rules regarding pension benefits, and expected
health. Their behavior in a particular period is guided by the solution
they have reached to the decision problem. Howe ve r, their choice in a
future period may turn out to be different from the choice they anticipate
in the current period because new information can affect the optimal path
of work and retirement.

Noneconomists may find this framew o rk unappealing or unrealistic, but
some empirical evidence suggests that the choice of retirement age is often
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guided by the application of a sophisticated decisionmaking rule. Ro b i n
Lumsdaine, James Stock, and David A. Wise examined the re t i re m e n t
choices of workers under company pension plans using three decision-
making rules, one of which was based on application of a simple rule while
the other two we re based on more sophisticated decisionmaking
a p p ro a c h e s .2 5 ( One used an “option va l u e” technique for evaluating the
value of pension offers, and the other used a dynamic re p ro g r a m m i n g
rule.) They estimated their models using information from one period
and then tried to predict re t i rement patterns in a later period under the
t h ree models. Perhaps surprisingly, they found that the models based on
m o re complex decisionmaking rules we re much more successful in pre-
dicting future re t i rement patterns. This evidence suggests that at least some
w o rkers use information in a sophisticated way to decide when to re t i re. Of
course, within a well-established company plan that covers many work e r s
in the same workplace, information helpful in choosing an optimal retire-
ment age discove red by one worker can easily be shared with co-work e r s .
W h e re information sharing is more difficult, workers might rely on simpler
decisionmaking rules, and some workers may end up retiring at an age that
is less than optimal. Also, the evidence collected by the authors does not
s h ow that workers use dynamic programming methods that are as com-
plicated as those assumed by John Rust. Lumsdaine and colleagues ana-
l y zed the re t i rement decision in isolation. They did not assume work e r s
were making farsighted and fully consistent plans for both work and con-
sumption over a time horizon of many years. Even the most sophisticated
decision rule they consider is much simpler than the planning methods
assumed by Rust.

What Have We Learned?

Re s e a rch by economists and others has shed light on re t i rement in the
United States. It has shown that the average re t i rement age of men has
declined throughout the twentieth century. Economists have assembled
p owe rful evidence that the exact distribution of male re t i rement ages is
i n fluenced by the financial incentives in social security and private pension
plans. Howe ve r, they have not offered convincing evidence that changes in
these incentives can explain a major share of the trend in male labor forc e
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p a rticipation. Fi g u res 1-1 and 1-3 suggest that the trend tow a rd earlier
re t i rement was already under way during the first decades of the century.

Mo re fundamentally, economists cannot claim to have offered a per-
s u a s i ve explanation for the trend tow a rd earlier re t i rement within the terms
of their basic model. In a trivial sense, of course, the economic model can
“e x p l a i n” earlier re t i rement. Some combination of changes in wage rates,
inherited wealth, pension plan incentives, the population distribution of
health, physical and mental re q u i rements for standard occupations, and
individual pre f e rences almost certainly accounts for lower part i c i p a t i o n
rates of older men. Howe ve r, this is a little like explaining the operation
of a television set by saying that some combination of metal, plastic, elec-
t r i c i t y, and electromagnetic signal produces a moving picture on a piece
of glass.

In terms of the basic life-cycle model, it would be useful to know what
s h a re of the trend can be explained by each of the factors: higher wages,
g reater initial wealth, private pension and social security incentives, chang-
ing health, evolving physical and mental requirements of typical jobs, and
changing preferences for consumption and retirement leisure.

It is particularly important to understand the influence of public and
p r i vate pensions. The cost of the public re t i rement programs is mounting
r a p i d l y, and many observers believe it will be necessary to make them less
g e n e rous to keep them affordable and politically acceptable. For two re a-
sons it is important to know whether scaling back benefits will cause re t i re-
ment patterns to change. Policymakers have a practical reason for wanting
to know whether re t i rement rates are likely to change and, if so, by how
much. If they cut benefit levels or raise the early retirement age, they need
to know how much overall benefit payments are likely to fall. This will be
determined, in part, by the work responses of people affected by the cut.
If the response is large, the budgetary impact and wider economic conse-
quences will also be large. Both policymakers and the general public also
need to understand how much income and consumption levels among
the elderly will fall if benefits are scaled back. Social security accounts for
m o re than thre e - q u a rters of the cash incomes of elderly families with
incomes in the bottom 60 percent of the income distribution. If benefits
we re scaled back and the average re t i rement age remained unchanged, low -
income re t i red workers would face large reductions in their old-age income
and consumption.

Of the explanations advanced for earlier re t i rement, two of the least per-
s u a s i ve are declining health and the changing physical re q u i rements of
w o rk. While nearly all good re t i rement studies find that health plays an
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i m p o rtant role in the timing of re t i rement, I can find no convincing evi-
dence that the health of 62-year-olds or 65-year-olds has been declining
over the period in which their labor force participation rates have fallen.
Their declining mortality rates as well as recent evidence about the trend in
their physical disabilities suggest instead that male health is improving, at
least in early old age. Mo re ove r, analyses of the growth of different kinds of
occupations and their physical re q u i rements imply that the physical
demands of work are now easier to meet than they we re in the past. A
much smaller proportion of jobs require strenuous physical effort; a larger
percentage require only moderate or light physical exertion.26

Evidence about the relative influence of the other factors on retirement
is less conclusive. Although most studies since the early 1980s suggest
that most of the decline in the re t i rement age after 1970 was due to fac-
tors other than social security, we do not have an accounting of the con-
tributions of the other factors. The most important of these may be a
change in workers’ preferences. Workers may now prefer to spend a larger
p a rt of their lives in re t i rement. If offered the same trade-off between re t i re-
ment and lifetime consumption that was available to earlier generations,
t o d a y’s elderly might choose to spend less of their life at work and more
of it in retirement. In making that choice, workers would willingly accept
lower lifetime consumption of the goods and services their wages can buy.
Un f o rt u n a t e l y, there is as yet no reliable evidence to tell us whether this
conjecture is true.

Even if the hypothesis we re true, neither economists nor noneconomists
h a ve proposed a convincing explanation of why pre f e rences should have
changed. In principle, the introduction and liberalization of social secu-
rity and private pensions may themselves have contributed to the change in
p re f e rences. By providing workers with a secure source of income apart
f rom their wages and savings, pensions may have spurred a handful of alert ,
farsighted workers to consider the possibility of re t i rement. Once these
pioneers decided to re t i re, less alert workers we re offered a pattern of
behavior to emulate. The economically “r a t i o n a l” behavior of a handful
of workers may have provoked a slow-motion re volution in the pre f e re n c e s
of the wider population. Re t i rement became an acceptable and even prize d
p a rt of the typical work e r’s life. This impact of social security and pensions,
if it exists, cannot be measured in the type of statistical study described in
the previous section. Those studies attempt to find a correlation betwe e n
w o rk e r s’ choice of re t i rement age and the financial incentives that might
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m o t i vate them to re t i re at one age rather than another. If the work e r s’
p re f e rences for re t i rement versus consumption have gradually changed as
a result of a social-security-induced shift, this change would be missed in
the statistical study.

Some evidence suggests that behavior is slow to change in the face of
changing financial incentives. It took a number of years after the intro-
duction of early social security pensions before re t i rement at age 62 became
common. The financial incentives that eventually induced men to re t i re
at age 62 we re presumably present from the first day early pensions became
available in 1961. It was only in the late 1960s, however, that a sharp fall-
off in labor force participation at age 62 became noticeable. By the late
1970s, the fall-off in participation was greater at age 62 than at age 65.
This evidence may suggest either that workers are slow to re c o g n i ze the
financial implications of a complicated innovation or that their pre f e re n c e s
a re formed, in part, by important changes in the financial incentives facing
them.

Without a full accounting of the effect of changing worker pre f e re n c e s
or a convincing explanation for the shift in pre f e rences, economists’ under-
standing of the retirement process will remain incomplete. If they wish to
p ropose far-reaching policy reforms, their understanding remains danger-
ously incomplete.
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